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Quill of gemination location

in: Skyrim: Divers Items, Skyrim: Quest Items, Skyrim: Artifacts English Edit Share The UESPWiki - Your source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995 This page is currently being rewritten as part of the Skyrim Quest Redesign project. The page is rewritten and verified in several steps. All users are encouraged to make changes to the page. If
you make a change relevant to the project, please update this model accordingly and ensure that you have complied with the project guidelines. This article is about the quest. For the note, see Vald's Debt (note). With solid evidence in hand, you and Karliah inform Brynjolf of Mercer Frey's infamous actions. Brynjolf decides that more
intelligence is needed on Mercer's plans and asks you to enter Riftweald Manor to see what you can discover, with impunity. The watchdog [edit] ask Brynjolf on Riftweald Manor and he will mention a trained watchdog guarding the house; a man named Vald whom Mercer extorts. Brynjolf suggests you talk to Vex to learn more about Vald.
Vex has a few words of choice about Vald, but will also tell you that he works for Mercer Frey because of a debt he owes to Maven Black-Briar. Debt erasure is suggested as a way to get Vald to stop keeping Mercer's house. The Queen Bee and the Quill [edit] To learn the details of the debt, track down Maven, which can usually be found
at the Bee and Barb. She tells you that years ago she ordered a unique pen from Winterhold. Vald was supposed to deliver the pen to him, but he lost it at the bottom of Lake Honrich, outside Riften. The location of the pen shown on the local Riften Stables map, head southwest to the lakeside. Forward, you should see a large ship
moored at Riften. Swim to the westerner end of this ship and look west across the lake towards Goldenglow Estate to see a similar ship moored there. Halfway to the other boat, the bow of Vald's sunken boat is at the bottom of the lake. As a reference, a small island to the north will mark the halfway point. You will see half of a boat
coming out of the ground and the feather is located in Vald's Strongbox (leveled lock) (map). Choose it, take the pen and a leveled amount of gold, then go back in search of Maven. She'll give you a note to take from Vald. Clear the way [edit] Head to the back door of Riftweald Manor and wait there until Vald comes to talk to you. Tell him
that you have cleared his debt, and he will want to give you a good ride as well, giving you the key to the Manor and opening the back door for you. Notes [edit] The pen does not reproduce until you've talked to Maven about it, so you can't skip this step. Bugs[edit] Even if you kill Vald, you'll still have the option of dialogue to clear his debt
with Maven. Trying to clear Vald's debt after his death will always earn you gold, but you won't be able to the quest by delivering the letter of forgiveness. The quest and the element will remain active. This bug is fixed by the 1.2.4 version of the unofficial Skyrim patch. If the un delivered letter bothers you, it looks like you can place it on the
owned shelves. You can also leave it on his corpse. The dialogue option to tell Vald that his debt has disappeared appears as soon as you pick up the pen. Returning it to Maven is therefore optional. It's possible that Vald won't come and talk to you at the door when you bring him the note to clear his debt, becoming hostile to you instead.
This can happen if you walked too close to the court after the quest began, but before clearing Vald's debt. This bug is fixed by the 2.0.4 version of the unofficial Skyrim patch. You can also try using Pacify if it becomes hostile and you don't want to kill it. Alternatively, approach it with your weapon and when it attacks go into the console,
click on it, type the assault setav 0, get out of the console, then karmente your weapon. Quest Stages[edit] Vald's Debt (FreeformValdDebt) Stage Finishes Quest Journal Entry 10 Objective 10: Talk to Maven about Vald's debt 20 Objective 20: Locate the Quill of Gemination under Lake Honrich 30 Objective 30: Bring the Quill of
Gemination to Maven The following empty quest stages were omitted from the table: 0, 40, 200. This article related to Skyrim is a heel. You can help by expanding it. I've tried to do this quest once or twice and I have no idea where to find it. It won't even show me where he is. I play on the PS3. Gemination Quill Elderly Scrolls Fandom -
The Elder Scrolls WikiThe Quill of Gemination is an object used in the Quest for the 'The Pursuit' Thieves Guild. It belongs to Maven Black-Briar and was lost by Mercer guard Frey Vald.Skyrim - The Quill of Gemination Location Guide - The Pursuit ... November 14, 2011 . This video shows the location of La Quill de Gemination, a
necessary element for the optional misc... Duration: 0:35 Posted: Nov 14, 2011Skyrim - Lake Honrich - Quill of Gemination - YouTubeFeb 25, 2012 . The location of the Gemination Quill at Lake Honrich. Comments - 278. Profile photo by default. Duration: 1:07 Posted: Feb 25, 2012 Skyrim Quest Find gemination feather under Lake
Honrich ... Sep 12, 2015 . Skyrim Quest Find gemination feather under Lake Honrich. GhostVaperYT. Loading... Duration: 3:00 Posted: Sep 12, 2015Where can I find the gemination quill under Lake Honrich in ... The UESP article on the debt of the Vald quest says that the pen is in Vald's strong box. The UESP has an interactive map
showing its location. Here's a ... Skyrim:Vald's Debt - The Unofficial Elder Scrolls Pages (UESP)Aug 13, 2018 . Find the quill of the Lake Honrich. Bring the pen to Maven. Give Vald the note. Detailed step-by-step procedure. Skyrim:Lake Honrich - The Unofficial Elder Scrolls Pages (UESP)Apr 17, 2020 . Related QuestsEdit . . Debt: Find
the Gemination quill to clear Vald's debt to Maven Black-Briar. Excerpt from ... Quill of Gemination - Skyrim Wiki At the bottom of Lake Honrich, between Riften Docks and Goldenglow Estate. QuestsEdit . The Pursuit, as part of a parallel quest, Vald's Debt, to help Vald.Vald's debt (quest) - Skyrim WikiLocate the Quill of Gemination under
Lake HonrichEdit. Vald's sunken boat is about halfway between Riften Wharf and the boat moored at ... Gemination Quill Elderly Scrolls Fandom - The Elder Scrolls WikiThe Quill of Gemination is an object used in the Quest for the 'The Pursuit' Thieves Guild. It belongs to Maven Black-Briar and was lost by Mercer goalkeeper Frey Vald.
... The Quill is in Strongbox Vald, which has a levelled lock and is located in a sunken boat slightly north of half ... Skyrim - The Quill of Gemination Location Guide - The Pursuit ... November 14, 2011 . This video shows the location of La Quill de Gemination, a necessary element for the optional misc... Duration: 0:35 Posted: Nov 14,
2011Skyrim - Lake Honrich - Quill of Gemination - YouTubeFeb 25, 2012 . The location of the Gemination Quill at Lake Honrich. Category. Entertainment. Show more ... Duration: 1:07 Posted: Feb 25, 2012 Skyrim Quest Find gemination feather under Lake Honrich ... Sep 12, 2015 . It took me 2 hours to search the whole lake and find it I
wished I would find this video... Duration: 3:00 Posted: Sep 12, 2015Where can I find the gemination quill under Lake Honrich in ... The UESP article on the debt of the Vald quest says that the pen is in Vald's strong box. The UESP has an interactive map showing its location. Here's a ... Skyrim:Vald's Debt - The Unofficial Elder Scrolls
Pages (UESP)Aug 13, 2018 . Find the gemination quill in Lake Honrich. Bring the pen to Maven. Give Vald the note. Detailed step-by-step procedureEdit. To catch ... Find the gemination quill under Lake Honrich Bug :: The Ancient ... March 7, 2018 . Don't tell me about The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Special Edition. View page. Cancel. Your
preferences are set to warn you when ... Quill of Gemination - Skyrim Wiki At the bottom of Lake Honrich, between Riften Docks and Goldenglow Estate. QuestsEdit . The Pursuit, as part of a parallel quest, Vald's Debt, to help Vald.Vald's debt (quest) - Skyrim WikiLocate the Quill of Gemination under Lake HonrichEdit. Vald's sunken boat
is about halfway between Riften Wharf and the boat moored at ... Does anyone know where Gemination's Quill is? Spoilers - The ... March 9, 2012 . For The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim on the Xbox 360, a game game game topic titled Anyone Knows Where the quill of the gemination? From Skyrim Wiki Wiki Wiki
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